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Abstract— Demand response has an important role in improving
ene rgy efficiency. By using it, we are able to shift electrical load
from peak deman d time to other periods which is usually in
response to price signal. In residential level and in a dynamic
pricing system which modification of energy consumption is
unrecognized by a consumer, using an automated Energy
Management System (EMS) should be considered. In this paper,
which is the modified version of our last work, an intelligent EMS
in a smart house is presented1 . It has two components, fuzzy
component and intelligent lookup table. Fuzzy component is in
the EMS and makes the proper output for intelligent lookup
table based on its fuzzy rules and inputs. The second component
which its core is an associative neural network is moved to smart
appliances. So each appliance has a separate intelligent lookup
table. They are able to map inputs to desired outputs. They take
three types of inputs which come from fuzzy component, outside
se nsors and other smart appliances. So, all the appliances should
se nd their control bits to each other. Whatever is trained in these
lookup table s are different scenarios in different conditions. This
system is able to find the best energy efficiency scenario in
diffe rent situations.
Keywords- Energy Efficiency, Demand Response, Smart Grid,
Fuzzy logic, Neural Networks.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Smart Grid is a novel initiative which its aim is to deliver
energy to the users and also to achieve consumption efficiency
by means of bidirectional communication [2]. Combination of
different hardware devices and software along with an ICT
infrastructure for a bidirectional communication make the
smart grid architecture. ICT has a vital rule in the smart grid
architecture as it gives sustainability, creativity and intelligence
to it. This electricity network is able to intelligently integrate
the actions of all users which are connected to it in order to
return them back to users. Users can use this information to
optimize their energy consumption. Thus, one of the main
objectives of smart grid is encouraging end users to participate
in making decision about energy consumption in an efficient
way. But in order to reach energy efficiency, such architecture
is not enough. We need to add intelligence to it in different
levels. In home level, the approach is to add intelligence and
then encourage customers to save energy by changing their
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energy consumption behavior. So, demand response can be in
response to an economical signal which is mostly a pricing
signal. By using demand response, we are able to shift
electrical load from peak demand time to other periods which
reduces the ratio of peak to average load. This can be resulted
in improving efficiency, reducing costs and risk of outages.
Demand response can be done on different levels like
generation, transmission or end user level. A lot of works has
been done on generation and transmission levels
[2][3][5][6][7][8]. In the end user level, the smart grid is not
only able to provide information about electricity consumption
for both users and network operators, but also is able to connect
renewable energy resources to the grid. In the residential or end
user level demand response, challenges include real time
pricing information to consumer, networking home devices,
security and implementing automated Energy Management
Systems (EMS) should be considered. In this paper, which is
the modified version of our last work [1], an intelligent EMS
system is presented. It takes inputs from the grid and by using
an intelligent algorithm, tries to find effective and efficient
energy consumption. It also can be matched by users’
preferences and behaviors and then find optimal energy
scheduling according to the dynamic notion of price. This
approach is useful especially in a dynamic pricing system

Figure 1. Modified automated EMS

data like humidity, temperature and solar as their membership
functions are depicted in Figure 3. These inputs are divided
into two categories. Price signal, battery storage and solar
inputs are in the first category which makes a unique and
appropriate input for the intelligent lookup table. The output of
this category has 7 membership functions which gives us the
energy consumption situation in the gird. These 7 fuzzy sets are
Neutral-, Neutral+, Normal, High-, High+, Peak- and Peak+
which are selected based on the fuzzy rules and mapping of
input values to their appropriate membership functions. Finally
the resulting set is defuzzified by Centriod defuzzification
technique and gets a single number as (1).
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Figure 2. Smart appliances connection.

which modification of energy consumption is unrecognized by
and renewable resources or can be human behavior and a
consumer. The suggested system has two components as it is
shown in Figure 1. The first component is a fuzzy system
which its inputs can be external events like price signal,
environment condition data preferences. This component which
is inside the EMS has some fuzzy rules along with their
membership functions which make appropriate output for the
second component which is intelligent lookup table. The reason
of using Fuzzy component is to get real time changeable
external information and find the best system situation based
on the fuzzy rules and then by using centralized defuzzification
get a unique number in the output range. The second and the
main component is intelligent lookup table which is moved to
smart appliances. So each appliance has a separate intelligent
lookup table. The reason of doing that is to have a very simple
structure of neural network which will be resulted in fewer
scenarios in each appliance. In this situation all of the
appliances should send some control bits to each other.
Therefore, they should be connected to each other as it is
shown in Figure 2. The Intelligent lookup table is made by
using a new topology of neural network [4]. The output part of
this topology is modified. By using this modification which
will be explained in section III, we are able to connect more
inputs to the neural network. The first reason of using this type
of neural network is that its structure is crystal type and can be
easily extended for more inputs and the second reason is that it
is able to act as an associative memory to map inputs to desired
outputs. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
fuzzy component of the system is explained. In section III, the
structure of the intelligent lookup table, its training and
functionality are described and in section IV, the simulation of
the suggested approach is shown.
II. FUZZY LOGIC COMPONENT
This component has 5 types of inputs. The first one is price
signal which comes from the smart meter, the second one is
battery storage situation, and the rest are environment condition
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Where x* is the defuzzified output, µi(x) is the aggregated
membership function and x is the output variable. This number
is rounded and its binary value goes to the intelligent lookup
table. The second category of this component which contains
environment condition data makes some input control signals
to the second component which will be explained in the next
section. The fuzzy rules and membership function values are
set based on our knowledge from the grid and the environment.
These values can be changed by human behavior and
preferences. The behavior and preferences are logged and if
there are any changes in them (like A/C setting), the system
just modifies the initial membership values.
III.

INTELLIGENT LOOKUP TABLE COMPONENT

A. Structure
The main part of this system has a crystal structure
with cells as shown in Figure 4-a. As it can be seen, each cell
is constructed of two middle neurons and four side neurons
such that the two upper ones have fixed weights and the two
lower ones have trainable weights. The two upper neurons and
also the middle neurons have linear function and the two lower
ones have a sigmoid function as (2).
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The neurons of this layer receive their binary inputs
from the previous layer. Figure 4-a can be summarized as
Figure 4-b. For each cell we have:
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Where n is the input cell number. In Figure 4-a, if
,
which is the complement of
, gets value 1, the first and
the forth neuron will fire whereas if it gets 0, the second and
third neurons do so. In the training step, only active neurons are
trained. The characteristic of the lower neurons is that the
increasing and decreasing rate of the weight changes are not
equivalent during the training step as will be explain in section
III.B. In each cell, there are only two active neurons at a time
and the output of that cell enters as input to the succeeding cell.
If each input consists of n bits, cells would be connected as a
chain up to the (
) input. The only remaining input is n
where the output of the chained string is connected to of this

Figure 3. Fuzzy membership functions for the fuzzy component. (a): Category 1. (b): Category 2.

input cell. We call this layer the parallel layer as its cells are
parallel to each other. In this layer, only one cell of input n is
selected. With this selection, we reach our desired memory cell.
For networks with more than one output, of input cell n are
added to the parallel layer for each output. These added cells
are only used for adjustment of all outputs except the first one.
They have no influence on the adjustment of other weights. On
the other word, the weights of the network are adjusted only by
the first output and the other outputs are adjusted by the
weights of added input cells in the parallel layer [4]. Figure 5
shows this structure for an example network with 3 inputs and
2 outputs. The problem of using this type of network is when
we have a lot of inputs, the number of cells in parallel layer
increase dramatically. On the other hand, we increase the
capacity of associative memory, but most of the cells in parallel
layer will be never used. In order to solve the problem, instead
of having cell in parallel layer, we consider m cells and by
using a mapping table, each used output is mapped to one of
these m considered cells. In order to make an intelligent lookup
table by the suggested neural network, we create feedbacks
from outputs of the network to its inputs as it is depicted in
Figure 6. This makes a sequential system with memory. In this
situation, next outputs will be made based on the present inputs
and feedback outputs. As it was mentioned earlier, the system
has three types of inputs; the first type comes directly from the
fuzzy component and is a unique value which shows energy
consumption situation in the grid. This input is connected to n
first inputs of neural networks and implies the network which
scenario should be started. The second type of inputs is some
control bits which come either from fuzzy component or some
outside sensors and the last type are feedback outputs. All of

Figure 4. One cell of the network in the associative memory layer (a):
Original Shape , (b): The summary of part a.

the inputs together based on their conditions make different
scenarios for the intelligent lookup table. Control bits can
show for example water heater, air conditioner, refrigerator
and other appliances situation in the smart house. Also they
can be battery storage and solar situation which come from the
fuzzy component. This intelligent lookup table should be
trained based on the different inputs and control bits.
B. Learning
The algorithm of network training is a way to decode
the problem to be solved [9]. The learning of this network is
supervised. The single layer perceptron learning rule is used to
train this network [10]:
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Where W is the weight, j is the input cell number,
is
the input of that cell,
is the output of the network and
is the desired output. The important point is that
using the learning rule of single layer perceptron for this
multi-layer network makes learning easy. The way of using
this rule is presented here. As mentioned earlier, only active
neurons are trained and in each cell there is only one lower
active neuron at a time. So the Eq. (4) can be rewritten as:
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In each layer, the
values which have been used for the
stabilization of weights are smaller when weights increase
than when they decrease. This always makes weights
decreasing values larger than weights increasing values. These
increasing and decreasing values are reduced in subsequent
layers. The reason is that in binary numbers, the bit toggle
frequency is halved when we move from LSB bits toward
MSB bits. Since the inputs of the suggested network are
binary, considering as mentioned, will cause the changes of
weights to become slower in subsequent layers. On the other
words, weights change with lower frequency for 2n sequential

Figure 5. The structure of the associative memory layer with 3 inputs and 2 outputs. A,C,E are inputs and B,D,F are their complements.

binary inputs. Considering the first layer as MSB and moving
toward parallel layer as moving to LSB, the weight toggles
would be less for the neurons of input cell n which are in the
last layer and frequency of changes in their inputs is more than
other cells. Due to the fact that the output error creates
feedbacks to all layers, the weights of all active neurons will
decrease or increase if this error becomes negative or positive
respectively. But since values are not equal, their increasing
and decreasing rate would be different in each layer. By this
method the network can be stabilized and get adjusted to 2n
input forms which result in the convergence of weights [4].
Experiments show that in case of having more than one
output, it is better to consider a coefficient Power to adjust the
weights of all outputs except the first one to expedite the
convergence of weights.
C. Functionality
This network acts as an associative memory and is able to
map a set of inputs to a desired output. Whatever will be

trained in the network are different scenarios (based on
different conditions) and connection between them. It can be
trained in a certain time and mostly maps outputs based on the
previous learning. The system will be trained when we have a
new scenario or we intend to change one. This characteristic of
the suggested lookup table gives the system speed and
reliability which are two important items in the field of energy
in a smart house. Scenarios in the mentioned intelligent lookup
table are connected to each other in a way which suggest the
best energy efficiency for appliances in the smart house. In
fact, this system predicts outputs based on control bits and
fuzzy inputs. For example, if a smart house has both battery
storage and solar system and weather forecast information
shows that we would have a cloudy weather in the next hours
(which solar would not work), if the control bit is set and imply
the battery storage needs to be charged, the system charges it in
order to use its energy in the future peak hours. As it was
mentioned before, each smart appliance has a separate
intelligent lookup table. The first step is that all the appliances

Figure 7. Algorithm for Smart Appliances.
Figure 6. The intelligent lookup table structure.

should send their control bits to each other. We consider
priority for our appliances. The priority can be in the plug
which the appliances is connected to. The highest priority
appliance sends its control bit information to the second one. It
is clear that if the second one is turned off or is not plugged in,
the third one will be considered as the second one. The second
one adds its control bit information to it and sends them to the
third one. This process continues to reach the last one. The last
one adds its control bit information and sends all the control bit
information to the first one. Therefore, all the appliances have
all the control bits. After that all the intelligent lookup tables
are waiting for inputs from Fuzzy component. When they
receive it, each intelligent lookup table tries to find the best
scenario for its appliances based on the inputs and whatever
they have been trained. This algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
We just have n Scenarios which the connections between them
in different situations are trained in the network.
IV. SIMULATION
For simulation of the mentioned system, we consider
a smart house with water heater, air conditioner, light, solar
panel, battery storage, refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher, washer
and dryer. The fuzzy component of the simulation has 5 types
of inputs along with membership functions as they are shown
in Figure 3. In the first category, we have 15 fuzzy rules which
make proper inputs for the intelligent lookup table. These fuzzy
rules are shown in Figure 8. An associative memory with 38
inputs and 18 outputs is designed. Totally 4096 cells are
considered for its parallel layer. The outputs of the fuzzy
component enter the first six inputs of the network. We
consider 12 control bits which enter the network as next inputs.
These control bits are for solar, battery storage and home
appliances situations. The rest inputs come from feedback
TABLE I.

Figure 8. Fuzzy rules for the intelligent Energy Management System

outputs. Seventeen different scenarios are defined and based on
different conditions; proper scenarios are trained to each neural
network. These scenarios are shown in Table 1. The weight
changes are shown in Figure 9. As shown in this figure, the
weights stabilize after 25 samples which shows that this kind of
connection between neurons results in weight convergence to
the desired output. The figure also shows that the weight
changes in cells toward parallel layer are reduced which
indicates the stabilization of the network. Figure 10 and 11
show the weight changes for two lower trainable weights in
parallel layer for all of the training situations. They show that
weight changes are limited and also for all of the outputs are
very close to each other. For the simulation result, the
mentioned house is simulated in GridLAB-D software and the
results of real power with and without using the intelligent
EMS during one day (24 hours) are compared. As it is shown
in Figure 12, by applying the intelligent EMS in the house, the
energy consumption is moved from peak hour to non-peak hour
by the system.

S EVENTEEN DEFINED SCENARIOS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN
A SMART HOUSE

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Scenario
Charge battery by grid
Charge battery by solar
Turn on water heater
Turn on air conditioner
Turn on dishwasher if programmed on
Turn on washer if programmed on
Turn on dryer if programmed on
Give portion of energy to dishwasher if
programmed on
Give portion of energy to washer if programmed
on
Give portion of energy to dyer if programmed on
Give portion of energy to refrigerator if needed
(on)
Give portion of energy to freezer if needed (on)
Turn off dishwasher
Turn off washer
Turn off dryer
Get energy from battery storage
Turn on light controller

Figure 9. The value of weight changes for simulation of system with 38
inputs and 18 outputs.

Figure 10. Weight changes for the first lower trainable weight in parallel layer
for all of the training situations.
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Figure 11. Weight changes for the second lower trainable weight in parallel
layer for all of the training situations.

Figure 12. Comparing measured power with and without applying the
intelligent EMS to the system during one day (24 hours).

V. CONCLUSIONS
The modified version of our previous work as an automated
Energy management system (EMS) for residential level is
presented. The suggested system has two components, fuzzy
component and intelligent lookup table. The fuzzy component
which is in the EMS has 15 fuzzy rules along with membership
functions which makes appropriate outputs for the intelligent
lookup table component. The intelligent lookup table is an
associative neural network which is moved to smart appliances.
Therefore, each appliance has a separate intelligent lookup
table. They map inputs to desired outputs. They can be trained
based on the different scenarios and connections between them.
This method makes the structure of neural networks simpler
which is resulted in faster convergence of weights. The
intelligent lookup table has three types of inputs. The first type
comes directly from the fuzzy component. The second type is
control bits which come either from the fuzzy component or
some outside sensors and the last type of inputs is feedbacks
from its outputs. This automated energy management system is
able to find the best energy efficiency scenario in different
situations.

